'I think I am going to fall.'
`You mustn't', I shouted back helpfully.
'I'm going to fall', a note of desperation
sounded in his voice.
He fell.
I was perched on a steep rock face 60 feet
away and well to one side. If I held him on
the rope he would do a fearful pendulum
swing across the rock face below. I let the
rope run free and L.M.E. McKenna fell with
a mighty splash 20 feet into the sea. By
swimming along about 30 yards he was able

Rock Climbing and Mountaineering
had by combining climbing on the sun baked
rock with a swim—normally intentional!
One returns with a wonderful thirst.
Gibraltar offered first class rock climbing
and a weekend visit to the Sierra Nevadas, the
highest mountains in Spain. After many and
varied mechanical troubles to our decrepit
bus, and a night spent sleeping out in a car

McKenna, M.E's Amber and Single, A.B.
Knox and E.M.(A) Cook.
We piled too many compo tins onto our
rucksacks, caught a strange tramlike railway,
which rattled up the valley a few miles, and
then we started walking. We followed a hot
and dusty path up the valley of the Rio Genil
and bivouacked that evening in the midst of

The Mountain
to clamber out none the worse for his
experience.
This moving incident occurred the first
Sunday at Malta. Each weekend, parties left
by Land Rover to climb on the great cliffs
at Shakka, or on the shorter but steeper and
harder cliffs in Wied Babbu near the Blue
Grotto—both on the South coast of the
island. A very enjoyable afternoon could be
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park, we arrived in Granada early one
morning. By then it was quite obvious that the
bus would not get up the steep road leading
to the refuge, near which I had hoped to
pitch our base camp. The time had come to
revert to the most reliable form of transport
known to man—Shank's Pony. Only seven
volunteered to come with me: Lieutenant
Monkhouse, L.R.E.M. Hoare, L.M.E.

the mountains. Next day we left our rucksacks behind and, in four and a half hours of
quite steep walking, reached the top of
Mulhacen (11,400 feet) the highest peak of
the range. Pride in our achievement was
dampened by finding a party of Spaniards on
top who had come up the easy side on mule
back, but it would have taken more than that
to mar our pleasure. The weather was so

`The high snow-capped peak of Kilimanjaro ahead'

good that on the descent we were tempted to
have a bathe in a snow banked tarn tucked
away under the steep north face of the
mountain. If some were diffident about diving
in, everyone got out at the rush. Water
cannot go much colder and remain liquid.
Then back to our rucksacks; a brew of tea
and on down the valley to bivouac under a
sheltering tree by the river. Next day, by mid
morning, we were back in Granada where the
others had spent a more restful time.
The Far East leg appeared to have less to
offer but every opportunity was taken—a
climb at Gibraltar, a scramble at Aden,
Singapore looked unpromising until we tried
the quarry in Johore opposite the Naval Base.
For our long weekend during the docking
period some of us went up to climb on the
rock pinnacles at Klang Gates near Kuala
Lumpur. The Hong Kong skyline was more
appealing to a climber's eye. Despite the heat
we did some long and most enjoyable walks
as well as some rock climbing.
The next item was a planned assault
(77 strong) on Fujiyama in Japan. This we
had to forego but, instead, eight of us were
able to go to Kilimanjaro from Mombasa.
The party consisted of P.O. Witheyman,
L.R.E.M. Hoare, L.A.M. Hallsworth,
E.M.(A) Single, R.E.M.(A) Gilfillan, A.B.
Knox, J.S. Gall, Rolfe, an Australian medical
student who was hitching through Africa
and joined us at the last minute, and myself.
There is nothing difficult about Kilimanjaro
except its height, 19,340 feet, which is
Himalayan. It is just a long walk. It normally
takes three and a half days to climb the
mountain and one and a half down, each
night being spent in a hut. There are three
huts, each about 10 miles and 3,000 feet
vertically apart, a distance which can be
covered comfortably in about five hours
walking. In our case the huts were fully
booked so we took tents and camped. Most
people hire a guide and porters to carry their
loads, but we thought it would be more fun—
and cheaper—to carry our own. The nights
were cold, though we slept warmly enough,
and there was a ground frost even at the
first hut at 9,000 ft.
The first day, from Marangu at the foot of
the mountain, was up a rough jeep road
through the forest. Early the second day we
came clear of the forest and could see the
high snow-capped peak of Kilimanjaro ahead,
and nearer the lower subsidiary rock peak of

Mawenzi. It was a lovely morning and, for
me, this abrupt revelation was one of the best
moments of the trip.
There is no water at the top hut so we had
to add full water bottles to our loads. We
were all feeling the height by the time we

`Gilman's Point (19,000 feet) on the crater rim'

reached this hut for it is nearly as high as
Mont Blanc. Rolfe was reduced to counting
his steps and counted up to 3,000 from the
last halt.
Parties normally start very early for the top,
which is still 4,000 feet above, in order to have
clear summit views, to have firm well-frozen
snow and, by starting in the dark, to avoid
seeing what slow progress they are making.
We started at 0130 after our usual breakfast
of 1½ sausages each and some hot lemonade
with lots of sugar. All went well and we
overtook the other parties who had started
before us. But at about 18,000 feet Gall, who
had been going very slowly and with great
difficulty, had to admit defeat and turn back.
Knox, who undoubtedly could have reached
the top, most unselfishly volunteered to go
down with him.
The remainder of us went on up the now
steep and very loose mountainside. Two
steps up, slip down one. Frequent rests. The
sun rose at about 0630 over a sea of cloud.
By then we were all suffering from what one
famous mountaineer called 'mountaineer's
foot'—a reluctance to put one in front of the
other.
Gillman's Point (19,000 feet) on the crater
rim was reached at about 0700. After a rest
four of us, Witheyman, Hallsworth, Rolfe
and myself, went on round the crater rim to
the true summit of Kaiser Wilhelm Spitze
(19,340 feet). It was a gruelling walk which
took us another 14 hours. There was not
much of a view—we were too high—only the
sky and a sea of cloud with Mawenzi and
Mt. Meru showing through. There is little to
say of the descent. Even when you feel you
cannot muster energy for even one more
upward step, descents usually seem ridiculously easy. By next evening we were back at
Marangu.
Six of the ship's company have been
elected members of the Mountaineering
section of the R.N. Ski and Mountaineering
Club and we are looking forward to seeing
what the last few months of the commission
will offer.

A rest at Gilman's Point
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SEAMEN
DEPARTMENT
Even without a photographic memory it is
not difficult to remember how the ship looked
in the winter of 1961/62 when we joined her
in Portsmouth Dockyard. Now, 82 R.A.S.'s
later one can see that she's grown larger. This
is probably due to the eight coats of paint
applied by the seamen, nobly assisted by
Jenny's Side Party and the East African
Marine Engineering Company. Even the
crane was painted on one occasion.
Under the splendid direction of C.P.O.
Barker (The Buffer to you), C.P.O. Squire,
C.P.O. Walker, P.O. Pike and their numerous
assistants, we have all learned a lot. No longer
does A.B. Clarke provide light entertainment
by dropping the heavy jackstay on Lieutenant
Mallinson's head: no longer can Lieutenant
Thornett amuse himself by dropping whalers
on F.O.A.C.'s barge. It all seems long ago
when one looks back.
Out of the First Lieutenant's 'bottomless
pit' of hands came seamen to do all kinds of
jobs in the ship. Specially selected operators
like Carden, Batt, Bradshaw and Millar to
mention a few were drawn out from C.P.O.
Billing's (or was it Stanmore's ?) hat and
given tasks which called for superhuman
effort far beyond the call of any normal
seaman's duty. But like everyone else they
tackled these jobs in their usual cunning
manner and upheld the traditions of the
Department, i.e. if you can't get out of it—
get on with it.
Not only have we grown in experience but
in stature too. The pale, pallid Junior of 1961
is now the tough, tattooed A.B. of 1963. This
is probably due to humping large numbers of
spud boxes and drinking large quantities of
Tiger. Even Wee Walsham is reported to be
an inch taller—without his gym shoes.

You might like to but don't
Our sporting achievements have become a
by-word in the ship. P.O. Conroy probably
won't agree but the seamen won every interpart competition they took part in. Those ace
cricketers A.B.'s Price and Bailey, those
soccer stars Bensley and McClaren, those
hockey wizards Stephenson and Beverley will
long be remembered for their performances
East of Suez—especially in the Armada Club.
With that pleasant memory let us hope that
we do as good a job in our next ships as we
did in Hermes.

Yes, they do work

. tackled these jobs in their usual cunning manner'
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Service with a smile

The Forecastle Division

The Quarterdeck Division

The Communicators
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The Regulating Staff

Junior Seamen's Division

Air Explosives Section
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`No propaganda ; no boring facts about how
many eggs have been ea ten this Commission;
no drips; mention everyone in the Department and don't hurt anyone's feelings; keep
the article amusing and informative'. Those
were the instructions before I sat down to
write, so here goes:The Cooks(S) have cooked the Ship's
Company meals; the Cooks(O) have cooked
the Officers' meals; the Stores(S) have stored
ship, given out and accounted for the Naval
Stores ; the Stores(V) have stored ship, given
out and accounted for the victuals and rum;
the Stewards have served and cleaned and the
Writers have received and despatched
correspondence, and ensured fortnightly
payment happened once every two weeks. My
apologies to anyone forgotten, and for anybody's hurt feelings.
We did go on a banyan, though, which is
worth telling. The Seaman Department even
lent us a boat to go in. We couldn't persuade
a seaman to come along and show us how to
drive it, but we did get a stoker to run the
engine, though he'd never actually 'had
anything to do with one of this sort before'.
We assembled, with our cokes and icecreams, at the end of Parlatorio Wharf in
Malta, and boarded the boat. The engine
started with a couple of quick turns and a
sharp bang on the top, and we looked all
round to see whether we had the cooling
water circulating. After five minutes diligent
search our engineer informed us that he
thought the engine was air cooled anyway, so
we gave a sigh of relief and made ready to
cast off.

Unfortunately as we left, a stern rope
trailed in the water and suddenly disappeared.
The engine puttered to a stop, and the
concensus of opinion was that it must have
caught round a screw. We sat for a few
minutes pondering noisily, when luckily
along came a chap in bathing costume,
goggles and breathing tube, carrying a big
knife. He volunteered to dive down and free
us. After a few minutes he came up triumphant, and all was well.
We pressed on through Grand Harbour
and out into the open sea. The sun beat down
and we rolled along on a gentle swell, feeling
for all the world like sailors. We took it in
turns to steer while the rest had their shirts
off and bronzy-bronzied. All was lazy and
peaceful.
After about six miles we turned in towards
the land. There were differing opinions as to
where our banyan bay was, but one of the
chefs shouted loudest and carried the day.
Just as we entered the bay the boat's
engine stopped for no accountable reason,
so all bar one jumped over the side and swam
along pushing the boat in to the rocks where
we made fast. An onlooker in the shapely
form of a Wren Officer swam near and
informed us that her boy friend, a Commander, had been watching and was much
impressed with the neat come alongside, and
the confidence of the Cox'n in allowing his
crew to start their afternoon swim before the
boat was even made fast.

Justifiably pleased we lazed the afternoon
away swimming, treading on sea eggs,
cutting our feet on the rocks, chatting up
Wren Officers and thoroughly enjoying ourselves. When the time came to return we
gathered together a reasonable looking
number, we may have left the odd Steward
behind, but the boat looked full, so off we
went.
As we entered harbour there were constant
exhortations to look seamanlike, put our
shirts on, clean up the boat and be a credit to
the Branch. Everybody looked very smart
and peaceful, and utterly exhausted.

Beer for the banyan ?
Nearing the ship we noticed lots of little
men running up and down and waving to us,
so we all waved back cheerily. Then a police
launch came up and shouted to us over the
loud hailer; we couldn't hear but we gaily
shouted back. Suddenly we ran into a great
big wire, which for some reason was strung
across the harbour. We felt a little ashamed
of ourselves because if we hadn't been so busy
passing the time of day with the police launch.
and waving, we might have seen it. So we
reminded ourselves it was 'Eyes in the Boat'
until we got back.
We came alongside with a graceful jolt, and,
having given the boat back to a perspiring
and relieved Seaman Officer, we repaired on
board after a wonderful day, to start cooking
and cooking and storing and storing and
serving and receiving and despatching and
paying and .. .
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Medical, Met., Educational and Work Study Departments
MEDICAL
We in Hermes have been lucky in having the
largest and best equipped sick bay afloat in
the R.N., and most of those who have enjoyed
convalescence in air-conditioned comfort
would agree with this. We have also been
fortunate in having both a surgeon and an
anaesthetist onboard throughout the commission so that early surgery was always possible
on all emergency cases.
The appointments system has worked well,
even during June and July 1963 when up to
ninety patients a morning were being seen, so
that there has been a minimum of waiting
except on rare occasions.
The heat during the Far East leg has
naturally produced a number of 'odd'
conditions which have sometimes resulted in
even odder treatments. For instance the
`Purple People Eaters' of June and July gave
re-birth otheoldhit une,andthenslightly
later on we had the Mackintosh Boot Men
flop-flopping round the ship. During the
really hot phases, particularly in the Red Sea,
the mournful and at times almost desperate
call of the 'More Salt' bird could be heard

'even odder treatments'
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The Hermes Leopard reports with spots

ringing through the ship and a large figure
was to be seen streaking through the messdecks, whip in hand, driving scurvy paleskinned jacks out into the sunshine and
reiterating the cry 'More Salt'.
During the docking period at Singapore,
the staff moved to Terror sick quarters,
leaving 'Chief plus two' to hold the fort
onboard. With most of Terror staff away on
leave, the inevitable problems ensued of 'who
did what, and to whom and when ?'. These,
together with dubious communications with
B.M.H. Singapore, provided a certain light
relief.
Meanwhile our surgeon was temporarily
lent to B.M.H. for liaison, and, said he,
rubbing his hands, 'to do surgery'. He
rejoined us after a little more than a week
having broken the local record for the number
of cases operated on in one session, and left
B.M.H. to recuperate.
Sportswise the 'Bay' has been well represented, with members in the ship's rugby and
basketball teams, soccer players of doubtful
repute and some excellent darts players. Two
of the staff could be seen frequently touring
the ship's bottom in rubber suits and booties
and one of the same appeared on occasion to
be paddling his canoe.
Our most senior member safely fished
his way round the Far East without falling
in, though a shark in Mombasa proved almost
too much. This resulted in his subsequent use
of a modified British Legion Standard
Bearer's Harness as a safety device.
During the commission we have dealt with
all corners, from Tweaky with a congenital
ingrowing finger to a parrot with a broken
wing, most of them, we hope, successfully.
Our motto—Per Nausea Ad Astra — 'If they
are too sick, fly them off'.

FLEET WORK STUDY TEAM 5
Contrary to popular belief, the work study
team do not spend their days playing cribbage
behind the cobweb-covered door of their 'airconditioned' office. We may have the
occasional afternoon poker session, but the
majority of our time has been spent on a
variety of interesting studies. These range
from re-organising the wardroom bar to
streamlining the Air Department Internal
Communications System, but the major task
has been to devise a simple yet effective means
of planning and controlling maintenance
work. The method devised has been accepted
and installed in the engine room and
electrical departments, and we are now
working on hull maintenance. In due course
this system will be installed in all carriers and
a modified version in all other ships.
The engine room department has also
been involved in two other studies: their
system of keeping records and the employment of their manpower. So, Stokes, if you
appear to do more work in less time, don't
blame us, we were under orders !
The study which most of you will remember
was the Traffic Flow and Dining Hall Survey
carried out early in the Far East leg. During
that study we all learned how to get from one
point to another by the longest possible route!
How 'Tweaky' managed to spread his letters
all over the ship we never discovered ; not one
of the team, or the various members of the
ship's company who assisted us, ever saw

The Project

him. The results of this study were used to the weather. This has been very popular,
assist in the design of the new carrier, so if except when the inhabitants of the 'Rock'
you don't like it when it is completed you've appealed to the Chief of Police for assistance
only yourselves to blame.
in removing a rogue balloon that descended
The team also did a survey on the layout on the town.
of the ship and made recommendations for Fees: The college is a Government grantalterations, which may be incorporated aided institution. Since fees are not payable,
during the 1964 refit. Hermes will have a we follow the normal practice of no pass, no
different aircraft complement after the refit, fee.
and this survey was to find the best way to fit
in the extra stores and personnel. When you Accommodation: The residential
catch up with the next commission, don't be aocfermdisthnpvoer
surprised if your old mess-deck has become a standard. All 2,000 students live in dormitories which are adjacent to the schoolroom.
stowage for U/S aircraft.
The work study approach to a problem is The schoolroom is lavishly equipped with a
neatly summed up in Kipling's little rhyme: blackboard, supplies of fresh chalk, clean
white paper and an unlimited supply of
`I keep six honest serving men,
straight rulers. A library of stiff backs is
available.
They taught me all I knew,
Their names are What and Why and When,
Curriculum: Emphasis is placed on leading
And How and Where and Who.'
the student into the realms of higher educaTo which we would add :
tion and the Higher Education Test. The
'To bring again these men to you,
ground-work, most of which is dealt with by
May be our future task,
the Senior Lecturer himself, consists mainly of
For this is what we try to do,
ensuring that the student can read and write.
Whenever we are asked.'
(This leads to the first diploma, E.T.L.R.)
Apart from direct education, the junior staff
are trained by the Principal himself in stargazing to find out where they are.
The Project is one of many attempts to
investigate the hyper-division of the troposphere by frontolysing agents: this has led
HERMES COLLEGE
to the production of detailed weather
The college runs courses to cover all subjects forecasts at least twice a day, a simple example
at all levels. If suitably qualified local staff being 'there will be weather for the next 24
are not available, postal courses are arranged hours'. Ultimately it should be possible to
in conjunction with the Pompey Institute— decipher the Met Observers' chart hierothe 'Redbrick' in Queen's Street. In keeping glyphics and produce accurate as well as
with modern educational dogma, research is detailed weather forecasts.
fostered and a Project is kept continuously in Past Successes: In the last two years, about
being. For the past two years, balloons have 90 G.C.E.'s have been obtained and inbeen released to see what effect they have on numerable balloons released.
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The Air Department

The Air Department, headed by Commander
Leahy, who took over from Commander
Perrett half-way through the commission
works with the Squadrons and Air Engineers
to organise and maintain flying. The sections
include the flight deck, photography, safety
equipment and the Ship's S.A.R. flight.
The flight deck is the largest section, with
two watches of about 35 men each. They have
been kept busy on this commission with so
many important exercises and have with the
flight deck engineers achieved a total of
well over 5,000 aircraft arrests. During this
time they have developed into a well knit
team. To keep the programme going smoothly
on the restricted deck, many difficulties had

required to produce Mae Wests and helmets
apparently out of the blue. Repair maintenance and frequent modification of equipment
have kept them busy throughout the commission. This section achieved no records but
works in the background to ensure the correct
functioning of the gear supplied to assist air
crew in emergencies.
Hidden in the bowels of the ship, also in airconditioned luxury, the photographic section
has a variety of tasks. The reproduction of
charts and diagrams, processing of recce
films, often at high speed, and the photography of faulty or damaged equipment is as
important as the production of activity
pictures. Films are taken of every launch and
landing. Publicity photographs produced by
the section have appeared in many local
newspapers during our travels. The photographs in this book were all produced
onboard.
The Ship's S.A.R. Flight is as hard worked
as any section. As well as being on constant
call for rescue work during daylight flying
operations and during replenishments at sea,
they have many delivery tasks to shore and
ships in company. Mail, stores and personnel
are usually delivered by helicopter. Lt. Ned
Sparks and his small team have worked hard
to keep a Whirlwind always available and, on
the few occasions when so required, their
rescue work has been swift and efficient.
Last, but not least, there are small teams
working, often in the background, to knit the
various sections into a department. Flying
control under Lt. Cdrs. Shaw and Baillie
supervising the deck from above must always
be on the ball. The Aircraft Control Room

'It's your problem now!'
to be overcome when handling the large
aircraft. It is greatly to their credit that the
snags have been overcome with diligence and
good humour. The flight deck officer,
Lt. Cdr. Burton, and his men have had a
gruelling time and look forward to a rest
during leave.
The small Army Unit, No. 55 Carrier
Borne Ground Liaison Section commanded
by Major Colin Prosser-Jones works closely
with the operations team for exercises with
or against the boys in brown ashore. They
have proved extremely useful around the ship
in other tasks and are very welcome as messmates.
The Safety Equipment section, run by
S/Lt. Tom Stanley, who also runs the hangar,
is fortunate in having an air-conditioned
compartment where, at short notice, it is
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'endeavours to liaise .. .
with the staff'

under Lt. Cdrs. Baillie and Knight has coped
well with the problem of making most use of
deck and hangar space. The Air Office
under Lt. Cdr. Len Thomas, who also bosses
the Carrier Control Approach Team, churns
out, collects and delivers vast quantities of
correspondence and orders which are necessary to control the department and keep others
informed of our activities and requirements.
The Operations team headed by Lt. Cdrs.
Atkinson and Finch, while co-ordinating
these orders, endeavours to liaise with other
departments of the ship and with the staff,
embarked or ashore. They also deal with the
planning of the programme and the storing
and issue of intelligence information.
In the sports field, the Air Department had
its greatest success at soccer where they had
an unbeaten run against other ships' teams
and even beat a Barcelona third division side
7-3. We tied with 803 Squa- dron for first
place in the potted sports but came nowhere
in volley-ball or tug-o-war. The rugby team
had very few opportunities to play but won
all its matches. Sports such as athletics or
swimming have had lots of support with less
success.
The essence of our success, if success it can
be called, is close co-operation between the
sections in the department and with other
departments in the ship. We are pleased to
think that this team work in Hermes is of a
high order. We thank our shipmates of other
departments for their help and hope that this
ship, after her long refit, will be as successful
in her next commission. We look forward to
leave at the end of this one, satisfied that the
department has played its part.

S.A.R.'s first birthday

. close co-operation between the sections'
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